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A. Mandatory:  Please complete the Pre-Deliverance (History) Questionnaire and deliver to us.  
 
B. Mandatory: Please read the preparatory comments from Don Dickerman on pages 10 thru 12  
 

Yes, I have read the comments.    Date _____________ Your Initials _______ 
 

C. Mandatory: Google “don dickerman court room of deliverance” or click on the link and view video (27 minutes) 
 

Yes, I have viewed the video.       Date  ____________ Your Initials__________  
 

D. Mandatory: Work through the separated piece “Entry Points and Open Doors, and Cancelling Legal 
Rights and Permissions”. (you must bring this to the deliverance session) 

 
Yes, I have gone thru that process. Date  ____________ Your Initials__________  

 

E. Mandatory: Please read, complete, and sign the release form on page 9.       Date: ______________ 
      Your Initials:___________ 

Suggested reading: Don’s book “When Pigs Move In” 
 

 
 

Pre-Deliverance (History) Questionnaire 
 

Form Instructions: In order to enable Liberated Living - Denver a Don Dickerman Ministry to provide you with 
a thorough private deliverance session, please complete this Pre-Deliverance History form. This will allow us 
to prepare for your session with one of our team members. This information will be held in strict confidence. 

 
Deliverance Ministers Key contact information: 
 
Name:                                       Phone:                                 

Email address      

Name:                                        Phone:    

Email address      

 
 

Your Name         Spouse                         
 

Prior Marriage(s) Yes         No    If yes, how many?    
Address    City  State   
Zip    

 

Phone  email address   

Today’s Date    

Date of Birth                                      Were you the firstborn?  _________ 
Your children’ names and ages ___________________________________________________________ 

Liberated Living – Denver a Don Dickerman Ministry 

Pre-Deliverance, Five Steps to take (please complete prior to the deliverance session) 

6-3-2019 

https://www.google.com/search?sourceid=navclient&aq=&oq=don+dickerman+court+room+of+deliverance&ie=UTF-8&rlz=1T4GGHP_enUS811US811&q=don+dickerman+court+room+of+deliverance&gs_l=hp....0.0.0.27472...........0.HEUgz51811E
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Father last name  Ancestors Country of origin   
 

Mother-maiden name Ancestors Country of origin    
 

Are you Saved?  yes or no. Where and approximate age?  
 

       
 

Where do you attend church?    
 

Scripturally Baptized?   Have you received communion?   
How did you hear about this ministry?       
      

 
The purpose of this form is to help determine possible entryways for demonic spirits. 

 
First, we will look at any generational/ancestral issues which may have given the demonic permission to be 
in your life as forewarned in Exodus 20:5. Based on that scripture there could be up to 30 ancestors (i.e. four 
generations) in your history that could have passed a spirit on to you. 
 
Please provide any information you recall about your family history and any knowledge the Holy Spirit brings 
to mind regarding ancestral sins or illnesses. Examples of generational/ancestral issues would be 
involvement with sexual perversion, alcoholism, depression or mental disorders, physical diseases, lots of 
divorce, adultery, anger, criminal activity, births out of wedlock, etc. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Are you aware of ancestor involvement in occultic groups such as Masonry, Eastern Star, Rainbow Girls, 
Oddfellows, and Rebecca lodge, etc.?:.  if yes, explain:  
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Note: Ask the Holy Spirit to show you any areas of concern. Describe in detail your responses. 

 
From birth and your early childhood: Trauma during pregnancy by your mom or dad, divorce, words of "We 
shouldn't be having this child" etc.? If yes, please explain:    

 
       

 
Early childhood fears, injuries, nightmares, see things in your room, felt evil presence etc.? If yes please 
explain:       

 
          

 
Any sexual abuse or sexual embarrassment as a child? If yes, explain: ______________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Spoken words or curses from parents, or others that were received as condemnation: "You're fat, you're 
stupid, you'll never amount to anything, you always mess up, I don't know why we had you, you can't be in 
our group, etc. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Embarrassing or humiliating experiences at school or from school teacher? If yes explain:   
        

             
Any physical abuse from parents or others such as domestic violence, rape or assault? ________________ 
        

 

Involvement (however innocently it may have been) with Ouija Boards, Magic 8 Ball, levitation games, 
séances, fortune tellers, tarot cards, astrology, horoscopes, fascination with books about magic, physics 
seers, Harry Potter books, Pokémon cards, Yoga (“Holy Yoga”), Tai Chi, Martial Arts, hypnotism, 
channeling, mind clearing with mediation,  etc.?                                                         

 
Please list accidents or injuries that come to your mind as being frightening to you at the time: 
          

 

Please list surgeries and approximate age.       
        _ 

 
Movies of TV programs that were particularly frightening to you, or specific scenes that seem to stick in your 
memory:_       
               

Have you participated in Pre-marital sex? Yes or No       

Periods of immorality? If yes, explain and specify ages. 
          

 
Drinking and/or drug use?: If yes, explain and specify ages:      

 
          

 

Do you experience unusual fears?: If Yes please explain: 
          

 

          
 

What do you think may be the areas of demonic influence in your life ?:       
         
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Problems in home? If Yes, explain ___________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Parents divorced? If so, how old were you?   
 

Unusual feelings such as: Never really felt loved, couldn't please my father/mother, feelings of worthlessness 
etc.? If yes, please explain:     
           

          
Exposed to pornography? If yes how old were you?       
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Please answer the following questions either yes or no as they apply to your life: 
 

Homosexual tendencies?  
Participated in college fraternities or sororities? 

Feelings of guilt and shame? 
Hopelessness? 

   Fatigue without medical reasons? 
Abortion? 

Difficulty in forgiving? 
 Is there bitterness, anger, anger, or unforgiveness? 

Is so, can you forgive? 
Do you hate yourself? 

Have you suffered from self-harm? 
                                                Do you have feelings of gloom? 
                                                                  Do you feel rejected? 

 
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes         

 
No         
No            
No            
No           
No           
No          
No           
No        
No           
No       
No            
No         
No        

Have ever gone on a mission trip? (Where and when?) __________________________________________ 
 
What foreign countries have you traveled? ____________________________________________________ 
 
In your travels did you bring home any souvenirs ( i.e. statues, pots, pictures, mask, plaques, jewelry, 
religious objects, etc.) ____________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you have any objects in your home or possession that relate to ungodliness or cults, this would include 
new age religions, such as books about eastern deities, crystals, heavy metal music, Native American 
artifacts, wiccan etc. 
          

 

          
 

Have you ever "felt" an evil presence in the room? Recently?     
If so, explain:         
          

 

Have nightmares?   Hear voices?   if yes, give example: 
 

        
 

          
 

Have you been diagnosed by a doctor as having: (list any diagnosis, diabetes, asthma hypertension etc.) 
 

          
 

          
 

Do you have inexplicable pain...no medical explanation for it? If yes, please explain: 
 

          
 

           
 

Do you have difficulty in trusting others? 
If so do you know why?       

 
          
Death of someone close to you?   Who?       
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Do you feel like you have any eating disorders     
If so do you know when they began?      
Approx. Weight/height     

 

Sleep disorders?    
 

Any medically defined disorder?       
 

Is there a history of tuberculosis, diabetes, ulcers, cancer, heart disease, glandular problems, asthma, other 
in your family? If yes, please explain: 
          
          

 

Did you have imaginary friends as a child?     if so, what were their names?:   
      

 

When attending Church or other ministries do you have "foul" 
thoughts, jealousies or other mental harassment? 

Have difficulty retaining God's Word? 
Difficulty in reading God’s Word? 

Have migraine headaches? 
Addictions?; 

Were you ever diagnosed with a learning disability i.e. (ADD) Etc.? 
Have a fear of death? 

Have suicidal thoughts? 
A period of time in your life when you were angry with God? 

Have a fear of losing your mind? 
 

 
Yes               
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          

      Yes           

 
 No         
No         
No        
No          
No        
No        
No          
No        
No       
No        

   
 
 

Anxiety or panic attacks?   If yes when did they begin?:     
 

           
 

                                    
                                      Do you feel incredible loneliness? 

Are you plagued with doubt/unbelief?: 
Do you have thoughts of inadequacy?: 

Do you have obsessive thoughts?: 
Blasphemous thoughts?: 

Compulsive thoughts?: 
Sexual dreams?: 

Lustful thoughts?: 
Do you daydream?: 

Are you a perfectionist?: 
Are things seemingly always out of order?: 

Do you feel the need to be in control?: 
Are you rebellious? 

Have you been diagnosed with depression?: 

 
Yes ____ 
 Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes          
Yes         

   
No ____ 
No         
No            
No            
No           
No           
No          
No           
No        
No           
No       
No            
No         
No        
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On an insecurity scale of 1-10 with 10 being worst, Circle what applies to you.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

Please explain:         
 

 
Here are a few symptoms of Demonic Attack (please check what applies to you) 

 

      1. Compulsive desire to blaspheme God. 
      2. A revulsion against the Bible, including a desire to tear it up or destroy it. 
  3. Compulsive thoughts of suicide or murder. 
      4. Deep feelings of bitterness and hatred toward others without reason: Jews, other races, the 

church, strong Christian leaders. 
  5. Any compulsive temptations which seek to force you to thoughts or behavior which you truly do not 

want to do or think. 
  6. Compulsive desires to tear other people down, even if it means lying to do so. Vicious cutting by 

the tongue. 
      7. Terrifying feelings of guilt even after honest confession is made to the Lord. 
      8. Certain physical symptoms which may appear suddenly or leave quickly and there are no 

physical or physiological reason. 
  A. Choking sensations 
  B. Pains which seem to move around and for which there is no medical cause. 
  C. Feelings of tightness about the head or eyes 
  D. Dizziness, blackouts, or fainting seizures 

  9.  Deep depression and despondency. 
  10. Sudden surges of violent rage, uncontrollable anger, or seething feelings of hostility. 
  11. Terrifying doubt of one's salvation even though they once knew the joy of salvation. 
  12. Seizures of panic or other fear that is terrifying. 
  13. Dreams or nightmares that are of a horrific nature and often recurring. Clairvoyant 

dreams that may even come true are most often demonic. 
  14. Abnormal or perverted sexual desires. 
  15.Questions & challenges to God's Word. 
  16. Sleep or eating disorders without physical cause. 
  17. Most compulsions and obsessions. 
  18. Rebellion and hatred for authority. 
  19. Bizarre terrifying thoughts that seem to come from nowhere and you cannot control them. 
  20. Fascination with the occult. 
  21. Involvement in criminal activity 
  22.Extremely low self- self-image (unworthy, a failure, no good - a constant undermining of the self 

identity.) 
  23.Constant confusion in thinking 
  24. Inability to believe 
  25. Mocking and blasphemous thoughts against preaching or teaching of the Word of God 
  26. Perceptual distortions – perceiving anger, hostility, in others when it doesn't really exist 

seeing only judgment in scripture 
  27.Horrible nightmares causing fear (often having demonic images) 
  28. Violent thoughts (suicidal, homicidal, encouraging self-abuse, etc.) 
  29 Hatred and bitterness toward others for no justifiable reason 
  30.Tremendous hostility or fear when encountering one involved in deliverance work 
  31.Feelings of being watched or sensing an evil presence. 
  32.Deep depression and despondency (frequently and timely) 
  33.Irrational fears – panic attacks - phobias 
  34.Irrational anger – rage 
  35.Irrational guilt – self-condemnation to the extreme. 
  _36.Desire to do what is right (inability to carry it out) 
  37.Sudden personality and attitude changes (severe contrasts - appears schizophrenic 
  38.A strong aversion toward scripture reading and prayer (especially one on one) 
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  39.A dark countenance (steely or hollow look in eyes, contraction of the pupils, sometimes 
facial features contort or change- often an inability to look directly 

  40.Lying, exaggerating, or stealing compulsively (often wondering why) 
  41.Drug abuse (especially when there is demonic hallucinations) 
  __42.Eating obsessions, bulimia, anorexia nervosa 
  43.Compulsive sexual sins (especially perversions). 
  44.Irrational laughter or crying 
  45. Irrational violence, compulsion to hurt self and/or someone else 
  46.Sudden speaking of a language not previously known (often an ethnic language of 

ancestors) 
  47.Reactions to the name and blood of Jesus Christ (verbally or through body language) 
  48.Extreme restlessness (especially in a spiritual environment) 
  49.Uncontrollable cutting and mocking of the tongue 
  50.Vulgar language and actions 
  51.Loss of time (from minutes to hours - ending up someplace, not knowing how you got there 

- regularly doing things of which there is no memory) 
  52.Extreme sleepiness around spiritual things 
  53.Demonstration of extraordinary abilities (either ESP or Telekinesis) 
  54.Voices are heard in the mind (they mock, intimidate, accuse, threaten or bargain) 
                Voice(s) or thoughts in your head to stimulate conflict, strife, division, or any other negative effect. These 
                  types of thoughts are often accusations and lies, heard in first person as if they are your own thoughts.  
  55.Supernatural experiences hauntings, movement or disappearance of objects, and other strange 

   manifestations 
  56.Seizures (too long and/or too regular) 
  57.Pain (without justifiable explanation - especially in head and/or stomach) 
  58.Blackouts 
  59.Physical ailments (i.e. epileptic seizure, asthma attacks, various pains) 
            60.Sudden interference with bodily functions (temporary) - buzzing in ears, inability to speak or hear, 

sudden severe headache, hypersensitivity in hearing or touch, sudden chills or overwhelming heat 
in body, numbness in arms or legs, temporary paralysis 

 
Note: A few symptoms may not indicate demonic oppression…… but these are very common symptoms for 
those under demonic attack. After all there is really nothing to lose by doing so, except one’s pride. When in 
doubt ….. cast them out! 

 
Please use this space for additional comments. 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Please return form as quickly as possible to your key contact person(s) via email, 
hand deliver, or mail. 

 

An appointment will be made for you to meet with one of our ministry teams. 
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Liberated Living – Denver a Don Dickerman Ministry 

Please sign the following release form. 
 

 
 
 

Name  Phone:(home) (work)    

 

Liberated Living-Denver, a Don Dickerman Ministry ddress                                                                  

  

City, State, Zip                                                                                 

 

I agree to participate in voluntary pastoral prayer ministry, herein referred to as “Prayer Ministry”, 
the undersigned, , herein referred to as “Candidate”, 
agrees that the Candidate and/or the Candidate’s personal representatives, assigns, insurer, 
heirs, executors, administrators, spouse and next of kin, hereby releases, waives, discharges 
and covenants not to sue Don Dickerman Ministries, Incorporated of Hurst, Texas and Liberated 
Living-Denver, a Don Dickerman Ministry and  its directors, officers, pastors, ministry team 
members, employees, agents and volunteers, as well as its successors, affiliates, and 
subsidiaries, all herein referred to as the “Releasees,” from any and all liability to Candidate, 
and to Candidate’s personal representatives, assigns, insurers, heirs, executors, administrators, 
spouses and next of kin for any and all loss, damage, or cost on account of injury to the person 
or property or resulting in the death of Candidate, whether caused by the negligence of 
Releasees or otherwise while Candidate is participating in the Prayer Ministry and any other 
activities in connection with the Prayer Ministry. 

 
Assumption of Risk: Candidate understands, is aware of, and assumes all risks inherent 
in participating in the prayer ministry. These risks include, but are not limited to, physical 
and emotional responses and reactions as a result of this Prayer Ministry. 

 
Indemnity:  Candidate agrees to indemnify Releasees from any liability, loss, damage or cost 
Releasees may incur due to the participation by Candidate in the prayer ministry whether 
caused directly or indirectly by Releasees or otherwise.  Candidate assumes full responsibility 
for and risk of bodily injury, death or property damage due to negligence of Releasees or 
otherwise while participating in the Prayer Ministry. 

 
Candidate expressly agrees that this Voluntary Release, Assumption of Risk and Indemnity 
Ministry Agreement, herein referred to as “Agreement,” is intended to be as broad and inclusive 
as permitted by the laws of the State of Texas and Colorado and that, if any portion of this 
Agreement is held invalid, it is agreed that a balance, notwithstanding, continue in full legal 
force and effect. This Agreement, contains the entire agreement between the parties in regard 
to the Prayer Ministry. 
The Candidate also acknowledges that they understand and agree that: 

 
1. This is a ministry of Don Dickerman Ministries, Incorporated, and Liberated Living-Denver, a 

Voluntary Release, Assumption of Risk, and Indemnity Ministry Agreement 
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Don Dickerman Ministry providing Prayer Ministry in individual and group settings.  Our Prayer 
Ministry is done by pastoral staff and lay-ministers, herein referred to as “Ministers”, who are 
not licensed as professional counselors, as the state of Texas does not require such licensing. 

 
2. Under normal circumstances, your Minister will use their good faith efforts to keep all of your 
discussions in confidence.  However, you should be aware there are some situations in which 
your Minister may be required by law to report information to the proper authorities without your 
permission or knowledge. These situations include, but may not be limited to:  a Candidate’s 

indications of harm to self or others, involvement in a felony, suicidal intentions, and/or reasonable 
evidence of child or elder abuse or neglect.  Your Minister may also disclose information in 
response to a subpoena issued by a court of law. 

 
3. Officially recognized ministry staff and lay-personnel may have limited access to your 

ministry file.  Any other person seeking access to your ministry file may do so only with your written 
permission.  

4. . Don Dickerman Ministries, Liberated Living-Denver, a Don Dickerman Ministry requires that 
parent(s) must be actively involved in any Prayer Ministry that is extended to a minor child as 
determined by the Minister.  At the discretion of the Minister, parent(s) will be required to make 
themselves available and accountable for active participation in Prayer Ministry offered by Don 
Dickerman Ministries.  

5. . Candidates with any concerns or questions about this agreement agree to raise them with 
their Minister at the earliest possible time. 

 
6. This agreement, herein referred to as the “Voluntary Release, Assumption of Risk, and 

Indemnity Ministry Agreement”, will govern all relations involved during the term of the Ministry 
process.  It is agreed that any disputes or modifications of this Voluntary Release, Assumption of 
Risk, and Indemnity Ministry Agreement will be determined directly between the individuals 
involved.  If this Voluntary Release, Assumption of Risk, and Indemnity Ministry Agreement is not 
satisfactory, then it is further agreed that disputes and disagreements will be taken to the, 
Liberated Living-Denver, a Don Dickerman Ministry Board for dispute resolution. In the event that 
a satisfactory resolution is not achieved, Liberated Living-Denver, a Don Dickerman Ministry, will 
do their best to resolve any and all conflicts, however in the event that a satisfactory resolution is 
not achieved, then it is further agreed that no further actions will be taken other than a parting of 
the relationship. All expenses incurred will be the responsibility of the party bringing the dispute.  

 
Candidate represents that: 

 
I have carefully read this agreement and understand it and agree with the terms herein written. I 
understand that it includes a release of all claims, including the negligence of Releases. 

 
I understand that I assume all risks inherent in the Prayer Ministry set forth in this Agreement. 

I understand that I am indemnifying the Releasees. 

I voluntarily sign my name evidencing my understanding and acceptance of the provisions of this 
Agreement. 

 
 
Date   

 

Signature of Candidate (Releasor) Parent or guardian if candidate is under age 18 
 

X 
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REQUIRED Preparatory comments 
Dear Friend: 
 
Prior to meeting for prayer for healing and deliverance there are some things you may need to 
know, perhaps you already know them. Deliverance is probably not what you have heard that it is. It 
is not like the movies. It is likely not what you have known in religious circles. It is not like 
Hollywood; it is like the Holy Word! It is for believers! It is nothing to be afraid of and is totally non-
threatening to the individual. It is simply inner healing by removal of the cause of the problem...Acts 
10:38 says that Jesus went about doing good and healing all those who were oppressed of the 
devil. That is what deliverance is, breaking the oppressing power of the enemy! We are not 
counselors and don’t offer any counseling services.  
 
The most common misconception I encounter is that only evil people have demons. Nothing could 
be further from the truth! If you are alive...you are a candidate. A second mistake I see when the 
word deliverance is mentioned is that people want to think "demon possession"... it is NOT 
possession. Possession implies ownership, we are owned by the Lord Jesus! We are purchased, 
redeemed, bought with a price. We are possessed by the Holy Spirit of God who lives in our Spirit. 
Oppression takes place in the soul and in the flesh. The soul is the area of torment ... mind, will, 
emotions ... and that is where the demons do their misdeeds. This is the warfare that Paul so often 
talks about. David in Psalms 116 describes oppression and deliverance perfectly. David said, "the 
pains of hell got hold on me...I found trouble and sorrow...He loosed my bonds." 
 
A demon must have legal rights to one's life. They cannot just intrude at will. It always involves legal 
consent from either the individual or from God. Generational curse, of course, does not involve our 
will, but does grant permission to evil spirits through the sins of the father (mother) for three to four 
generations. Meaning ANYONE born could be born with a spirit that has legal right according to 
Exodus 20:5. This is the most common entry way for demon spirits and to think it could not happen 
to you is evidence of the power of their deception. Demons, evil spirits, unclean spirits, devils, 
spirits of infirmity, principalities, powers etc. Must have PERMISSION to be in some one’s life. Just 
as the Holy Spirit honors our will, demons must also and cannot intrude without some kind of 
consent. (Consent can be as simple as being in the presence of a Ouija Board, a childhood abuse 
or trauma, periods of anger or unforgiveness etc.). When completing the questionnaire ask the Holy 
Spirit to bring to your remembrance anything that may have given access to the demon powers. 
Once consent is granted the demon takes up residence in the soul or flesh and begins to build a 
"kingdom" bent on destruction. Jesus described the works of Satan as "rob, kill, steal, and destroy". 
I have yet to locate a demon power with any other function. Now, the oppression begins because 
the demon has been granted permission to be there. 
 
 In the deliverance process we will determine what doorways or entryways were granted to evil 
spirits. What permission or consent they have to BE there. Now, the only way they can stay when 
they are commanded to leave is if they have permission to STAY there. Consent to stay could be, 
for example, unforgiveness in one's life, that is God-given permission for demons to torment. 
Matthew 18:23-35. If unforgiveness is in a believer’s life, demons do not have to leave! They have 
God's permission to STAY. Another example of permission to stay would be sin in an individual’s 
life that they are unwilling to surrender to the Lord. That will block a deliverance because the demon 
has legal rights to stay. Deliverance cannot take place against some ones will and can even involve 
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more than just their willingness to be free, often it requires a genuine desire to be free. The fact that 
you are reading this and filling out the information sheet indicates you qualify for deliverance. 
Demon spirits are very organized and are hierarchy oriented. They are structured and you might 
view their kingdom as having a CEO with vice-presidents, managers, supervisors and workers. Or 
maybe a better description would be a military pecking order. There will be a "boss" who runs 
everything. They like to be called "princes". The Prince may have several princes under him who all 
have varied functions intent on the believer’s demise and destruction. But, everyone will bow at the 
Name of Jesus Christ. You need not fear. 
 
 Some of the demons are assigned various duties. In the process of deliverance I will address these 
spirits and it is helpful that you know in advance. The deliverance session can vary in length from 1 
hour to many hours but generally can be accomplished in a couple of hours. The more prepared the 
individual is, the smoother the process...with some exceptions. It is not a ritual and it will be 
permissible for the candidate to ask questions during the process, pause for a restroom break or a 
drink or water. The deliverance setting is casual, yet, it is Holy. We will depend upon the Holy 
Presence of God's Spirit to lead us and guide us in the truth encounter...it is not a power encounter! 
Demons are all liars but they will submit to the truth of the Word of God and the Powerful Name of 
Jesus Christ. Demons, totally understand the battle, they know they are defeated and know they 
must be obedient to the commands of the Lord Jesus. They will leave when they are commanded to 
leave! 
 
It is not uncommon for the person seeking deliverance to experience manifestations of the evil ones 
prior to the session. They may become extremely nervous (the demons), because they know their 
time is short. They will attempt to frighten through nightmares or manifesting as an evil 
presence...they may confuse or disorient the individual...make threats through very negative and 
frightful thoughts. They may attack the individuals mind to make them think they must be crazy if 
they really think demons are the problem, they may "tell" the individual that the deliverance minister 
is a "jerk" that he doesn't know what he is doing, that this will not work, etc. All of these things are 
common. It is an attempt to keep you from freedom. 
 
Jesus said, "When the Spirit is in you, it will be in your belly, a well of water springing up into 
everlasting life..." Now, He is talking about the Holy Spirit of God. However, it seems the belly, the 
mid-section is the seat of the evil spirits also. It is very common for them to manifest in this area 
with a stirring or nausea type feeling. This is most common. Headaches are very common 
occurrences prior to and during deliverance. Demon spirits also live in the central nervous system, 
this is their control center. Numbness, tingling and dizziness are also very common when the 
demons are aroused. Don't be alarmed, they will not harm you! Just know these are very common. I 
have seen literally thousands and rarely are there not some of these conditions present. 
 
When the demons are expelled, commanded to leave, they will likely come out on the individual’s 
breath. Sometimes with a deep sigh, a cough, a yawn, a burp...occasionally some gagging, but they 
will release you and they will be obedient. They cannot be disobedient to the command of the Lord 
Jesus. 
 
 When they leave they will be commanded to go to the abyss never to return. They will be 
commanded that they cannot harm you, nor can they leave you and go to someone else. They may 
even threaten you with, "I'll leave, but I'll go to your kids...etc." Don't be alarmed by their threats, 
they will do as they are commanded...period! You will know when you are free! 
 
  It is most common for the individual to "hear" the demon's response in their mind and to report to 
the minister what they have heard...sometimes they may "see" something when the demons are 
commanded to obey the Holy Spirit and Holy Angels force them to obedience. For example: Jesus 
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spoke to the demoniac in Gaddera and said, "What is your name?" The demons in the man 
responded, "Legion, because we are many". A command will be given that the prince demon reveal 
his identity by name. And the individual will immediately get a response in their mind...I ask them to 
report what they hear or see. 
 
  
Often the names will be very unusual, sometimes names that will surprise the individual, most 
common is that the demon will reveal his function, i.e., FEAR, DOUBT, HATRED, etc. However, 
that is his function, not his name, he has a name and we will command the demon reveal his name 
in the demonic kingdom. It is really not complicated. Once the demon is identified, the bottom line 
question will be, "Do you have consent from Jehovah God to stay?" It is over at that point, if the 
spirit does not have consent, he will be commanded to go to the abyss and he will! 
 
 There can be any number of demons present and the number is not significant. One thousand will 
bow as quickly as one at the Name of Jesus Christ. 
 
 We will find the permissions they have to be there and cancel each permission. (That is the 
purpose of the questionnaire, discover their permissions to be there) 
 
1. We will pray a prayer together to cancel that permission. 
2. We will locate the Prince, boss, etc. and destroy his kingdom. 
3. We will command all demon spirits to repair all of their damage and then go into the abyss … 
4. We will ask the Holy Spirit to fill every void that was in your life with His light and life. 

 
If that sounds pretty simple …. Actually it is. Jesus did all of the work, He paid all of the price, we will 
just claim it and enter into the full work of the cross and resurrection. Expect to be free! 
 
It is important to know that deliverance in not a “cure all” nor is it a “quick cure”. It still requires that a 
person live in obedience to the Lord Jesus. But genuine freedom will come, it will then be your 
responsibility to walk in it. We are enclosing some prayers for you to pray prior to coming (see page 
8). We look forward to see you, 
 
Just for Jesus, 
 
 
 
Denver Deliverance ministry team 
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